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Abstract. Many signature trarisporting mechanisms require a signer to 
issue triples, consisting of a secret key, a matching public key, and a 
certificate of the signer on the public key. Of particular interest are so- 
called restrictive blind signature issuing protocols, in which the receiver 
can blind the issued public key and the certificate but not a certain 
predicate of the secret key. 
This paper describes the first generally applicable techniquc for designing 
efficient such issuing protocols, based on the recently introduced notion 
of secret-key certificates. The resulting three-move issuing protocols re- 
quire the receiver to perform merely a single on-line multiplication, and 
the property of restrictive blinding can be proved with respect to a plau- 
sible intractability assumption. Application of the new issuing protocols 
results in t,he most, efficient, and versatile off-line electronic cash systems 
known t o  date, without using the blind signature technique developed 
by Chaum. 

1 Introduction 

A restrictive blind signature issuing protocol enables an issuer to issue a triple, 
consisting of a secret key, a matching public key, and a certificate of the issuer 
on the public key, in such a way that  (1) the public key and the certificate can 
be blinded by the receiver, whereas (2) a certain non-trivial “blinding-invariant” 
predicate of the secret key cannot. This notion was introduced in [l] for the case 
that the certificate is a public-key certificate (that is, a digital signature on the 
public key), and one particular cmbodiment was provided. From this embodi- 
ment the most efficient privacy-protect,ing off-line cash system known to that 
date was constructed, and it was shown how t o  incorporate several extensions in 
functionality that  had not been realized before. Oddly enough, it is unclear how 
to generalize the design technique underlying the embodiment in [l] in order to  
design other embodiments of restrictive blind signature issuing protocols. 

Recently [3] the notion of secret-key certificates was introduced. These cer- 
tificates can be used for secure management of crypt,ogra.phic keys in much the 
same way as can public-key certificates. As a consequence it makes sense to  issue 
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secret-key certificates by means of a restrictive blind signature issuing protocol. 
Is there a methodology for designing such issuing protocols for the new type uf 
certificates? This is the problem that we are concerned with in this paper. 

The main result of this paper is a technique for converting secret-key certifi- 
cate schemes into restrictive blind signature schemes. The new technique can be 
applied to  any signature scheme of the so-called Fiat-Shamir type, if only it can 
be turned into an ordinary blind signature scheme (as defined by Chaum [9]) 
by applying a divertability technique due to  Okamoto and Ohta [18]. No such 
generally applicable technique is known for public-key certificates. 

The  advantages of the resulting issuing protocols over the restrictive blind 
signature issuing protocol in [l] are threefold: each of the new protocols requires 
the receiver t o  perform only a single on-line multiplication (all other computa- 
tions can be performcd off-linc), as opposed t o  several hundred in [l]; issuing 
protocols can be designed that can be used in conjunction with showing pro- 
tocols that  are as secure as the RSA assumption, instead of the Discrete Log 
assumption; and it can rigorously be proved that a single receiver cannot blind 
the blinding-invariant predicate of the secret key, assuming only a plausible in- 
tractability assumption-no such proof is known for the scheme in [l]. 

The new technique has a direct bearing on the design of efficient privacy- 
protecting mechanisms for signature transport; for details, the reader is referred 
to  [5] and [6]. Since none of the new issuing protocols is a blind signature issuing 
protocol as defined by Chaum in [9] and his later work, this radically falsifies 
the popular belief that  efficient privacy-protecting off-line electronic cash systems 
must be based on withdrawal protocols that, are blind signa.ture issuing protocols. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 background information needed 
to  understand the subsequent exposition is provided. In Sect. 3 the general tech- 
nique for restrictive blinding of secret-key certificates is explained on the basis of 
a particular signature scheme. In Sect. 4 the difference between restrictive blind- 
ing of secret-key certificates and the blinding technique of Chaum is discussed. 
Finally, references are provided in Sect. 5 t o  articles that  explain how t o  apply 
the new technique to  privacy-protecting signature transporting mechanisms. 

Due to  the imposed page limit, this paper is a shortened version of the original 
paper [5]. Where radical pruning has taken place, a reference t o  the full paper 
has been substituted. 

2 Background 

A summary is provided in this section of several basic notions; an understanding 
of these notions is an absolute prerequisite in order t o  understand the material 
in Sect. 3. Because in the next section the technique for designing restrictive 
blind secret-key certificate issuing protocols will be explained for explicitness in 
terms of the Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme [16], this particular scheme 
will serve throughout this section to  illustrate the basic notions. 
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2.1 Digital Signatures 

In a digital signature scheme, the objects of interest are pairs consisting of a 
message and a corresponding digital signature of a signer. A signature scheme 
consists of several items [15]. First, a verification algorithm that  determines what 
exactly constitutes a digital signature on a message. This algorithm usually is 
deterministic and can hence be represented in terms of an equality relation. 
Secondly, a key generation algorithm that generates a key pair for the signer. 
And thirdly, a signature scheme that  specifies an issuing protocol between the 
signer and a receiver. 

It is the issuing protocol that we are most concerned with in this paper. The 
primary purpose of any issuing protocol is to provide a means to  ensure that  
the signer can issue message-signature pairs in a one-to-one correspondence with 
executions of the issuing protocol. There is virtually no limit to  the variety of 
different issuing protocols that  may be used by the signer t o  issue a certain type 
of digital signature; it is only on the basis of its intended purpose and (pre- 
sumed) security that one particular issuing protocol will be more suitable than 
another. “Ordinary” signature issuing protocols are only intended t o  meet the 
primary purpose mentioned above, and need normally not be interactive. If other 
purposes are to  be met as well, then interaction may need to  be incorporated. 

The  most practical type of digital signature schemes known to date orig- 
inates from a technique introduced by Fiat and Shamir [14]. For this reason 
we will henceforth refer t o  this type of scheme as a Fiat-Shamir type signa- 
ture scheme. Signature schemes of the Fiat-Shamir type have in common that 
they are derived from three-move sound identification protocols that do not leak 
“useful” information about the secret key of the prover (without being zero- 
knowledge), by replacing the challenge of the verifier by a one-way hash of the 
message and the information sent by the prover in the first move; the verifica- 
tion relation of the underlying identification protocol determines the signature 
verification algorithm, and the modified protocol is the signature issuing pro- 
tocol. As a by-product, the interaction is no longer needed, since the signer 
can compute the challenge by itself. Among the known Fiat-Shamir type sig- 
nature schemes arc the Fiat-Shamir scheme itself [14], the Feige-Fiat-Shamir 
scheme [13], the Schnorr scheme [20], the Guillou-Quisquater scheme [16], the 
Brickell-McCurley scheme [8], and the Okamoto schemes [17]. Although no re- 
ductions from well-known problems t o  the security of any of these Fiat-Shamir 
type signature schemes are known, it is generally believed that they are secure. 

Since the exposition in Sect. 3 will be in terms of the Guillou-Quisquater 
scheme, we will summarize this scheme here. The computations in the Guillou- 
Quisquater signature scheme are performed in a multiplicative group modulo n, 
denoted by z:, with n being the product of two distinct large primes. The com- 
putations in the exponents are performed modulo a number w. For convenience, 
but without loss of generality, we will always assume that 21 is a prime number 
that  is not a proper divisor of the order cp(n) of zz; another suitable choice 
would have been to take Y to  be twice such a prime number. Furthermore, in ex- 
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pressions involving multiplications and divisions of numbers in z: the "mod n" 
operator will never be written down explicitly. 

Before describing the three constituents of the Guillou-Quisquater signature 
scheme, we will state the RSA assumption [19], since this is part of what the 
scheme derives its presumed security from: 

Assumptionl. Let n denote the product of two distinct prime numbers, 'u a 
prime number that is co-prime with ~ ( T L ) ,  and ho a n  element of %:. No prob- 
abilistic polynomial-time algorithm A, on  given as input a triple (n ,  v, ho) gen- 

with non-negligible probability of success. The success probability is take71 over 
the coin tosses of A and the probability distribution of the input triple. 

An appropriate probability distribution may select n by generating uniformly at 
random two hard primes of length k, and niultiplying them. From now on, the 
use of the indication "random" will refer to a probability distribution over the 
specified set that  is polynomially indistinguishable from the uniform distribution, 
and that is independent of any other event. Without loss of generality, we will 
assume henceforth that n and v are generated independently of ho and are 
always of the correct form (meaning that ,  for instance, the probability that v 
is not prime is zero, instead of merely negligible), and that ho is generated a t  
random from z:. 

The key generation algorithm for the Guillou-Quisquatcr signature scheme, 
on given as input a security parameter k, gencrates a public key (7~, v ,  ho, X(.)) 
and a corresponding secrel key 20 = hi'", for use by a probabilistic polynomial- 
time signer SO. The triple (n,  v ,  ho) is generated as specified in the RSA assump- 
tion, and X(.) is a polynomial-size description of a hash-function that maps its 
inputs to &t for some appropriate t such that 2t < 2). The hash-function is gcn- 
erated a t  random from a suitable family of collision-intractable hash functions. 
This family preferably is correlation-free, as defined by Okamoto [17]. 

A digital signature on a message m is defined to be a pair ( T O , C O )  such 
that co = X ( m ,  r,"h,"'). If the family of hash-function is sufficiently strong (in 
particular, correlation-free), then it should be infeasible to  algebraically combine 
several message-signature pairs into a new such pair. 

In the signature issuing protocol, So issues a signature on a message m to 
a probabilistic polynomial-time receiver Ro by generating a t  random a number 
wo E zz, and computing TO := x ~ w o  and co := X(m,  wz). I t  is generally believed 
that executions of this issuing protocol do not help a probabilistic polynomial- 
time attacker to  forge signatures, and so that the primary purpose of an issuing 
protocol is met by this particular protocol. 

erated according to some appropriate probability distribution, can output ho l l v  

2.2 Blind Signature Issuing Protocols 

Besides meeting the primary purpose of an "ordinary" signature issuing proto- 
col, in a blind signature issuing protocol (a notion introduced by Chaurn [9]) an  
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additional property must be satisfied. Na.mcly, the receiver in a blind signature 
issuing protocol must be able to  retrieve a pair in such a way that it is uncorre- 
lated t o  the view of the signer in the issuing protocol. The computations required 
of the receiver to  achieve this property are commonly referred to  as "blinding." 

Efficient blind signature issuing protocols are known for a variety of digital 
signatures. Chaum [lo] described a blind signature issuing protocol for issuing 
one particular type of digital signatures, called RSA signatures [19]. Okamoto 
and Ohta [I81 proposed a general technique that applies to  a variety of digital 
signatures of the Fiat-Shamir type; each of these types of signatures can be 
issued by means of a blind signature issuing prolucol. 

The technique of Ohta and Okamoto amounts t o  not removing the interaction 
when applying the technique of Fiat and Shamir for converting a three-move 
sound identification protocol into a signature issuing protocol; by having the 
verifying party (receiver) determine the challenge, one may hope that it can 
blind the issued message-signature pair. Indeed, as shown by Ohta and Okamoto, 
for many schemes of the Fiat-Shamir type this works if only a certain random 
self-reducibility property holds. 

For the Guillou-Quisquater signature issuing protocol, the modification of 
Ohta and Okamoto results in the following blind signature issuing protocol: 

Step 1. SO generates a t  random a number wo E z,, and sends a0 := wi to  Ro. 
Step 2. Ro generates a t  random a number tl E z: and a number t 2  E z,,, 

computes cI, := X ( m , t ~ h ~ n o )  for a. message m of its choice, and sends the 
challenge co := cb + t z  mod II to SO. 

Step 3. SO sends the response ro := ZFWO t o  720. 

Ro accepts if and only if rth," = ao. (Note that the protocol described up 
to  this point is identical t o  the Guillou-Quisquater identification protocol, with 
Ro generating its challenge from z, and in a particular way.) If Ro accepts, it 
computes rb := rotlhoo . As can easily be shown, this is a blind signature 
issuing protocol, with (rh, cb) being a Guillou-Quisquater signature on m .  

Although it should be easier to  forge signatures when the signer uses the new 
issuing protocol instead of the previous one, since the message can be chosen de- 
pending on the information sent by the signer in the first move and the challenge 
can be freely chosen, the resulting signature scheme is generally believed t o  be 
unforgeable. For the blind Guillou-Quisquater signature issuing protocol this 
belief can be expressed as follows: 

c' + t z  div u 

Assumption2. For an,y 1 2 0 ,  n o  probabilistic polynomial-time receiver can 
determine with non-negligible probability of success 1 +- 1 distinct pairs, consisting 
of a message and a corresponding Guillou-Quisguater signature, b y  performing 
1 executions of the blind Guillou-Quisquater signature issuing protocol with an 
h, one st signer. 
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2.3 Secret-Key Certificate Schemes 

Public-key certificates are a well-known cryptographic tool for secure key man- 
agement. The idea is to  have a chosen party, called the (certificate) issuer, cer- 
tify the public keys of other parties by digitally signing these public keys with 
respect to its own public key. As with public-key certificates, with secret-key 
certificates [3] the objects of interest are triples consisting of a secret key, a cor- 
responding public key, and a certificate of an issuer on the public key. However, 
contrary to  public-key certificates, in a secret-key certificate scheme the certifi- 
cate is n o t  a digital signature on the public key; the publicly verifiable relation 
between a public key and a certificate thereon is such that anyone can gener- 
ate (in isolation) pairs consisting of a public key and a matching certificate, 
with a distribution that is indistinguishable from the distribution that applies 
when the issuing protocol is conducted with the issuer. On the other hand, as 
with public-key certificates, triples consisting of a secret key, a corresponding 
public key, and a. secret-key certificate on the public key can only be retrieved 
by performing an issuing protocol with the issuer. Since there is no point in 
using a public-key certificate scheme if the cryptographic actions that are to  
be performed with respect to  a certified public key can be performed without 
knowing a corresponding secret key, secret-key certificate schemes offer the same 
functionality as public-key certificates do; see [3] for further details. 

Regardless of the type of certificate, we will refer to a pair consisting of a 
public key and a matching certificate as a certified public key,  and to a triple 
consisting of a secret key, a corresponding public key, and a matching certificate 
as a Certified key  pair. A certificate scheme consists of several items. Similar to  
a digital signature scheme, a verification algorithm is needed that determines 
what exactly constitutes a certificate on a public key. We also need a key gener- 
ation algorithm that generates key pairs for the issuer, and a certificate issuing 
protocol. In addition, we need a key generation algorithm for the receiver of a 
certified key pair; this algorithm specifies which key pairs are considered valid 
for certification. Finally, in case of a secret-key certificate scheme there must 
exist a simulator that simulates certified public keys with the same probability 
as that by which they are generated by the issuing protocol. 

In [3] a particular class of embodiments of secret-key certificate schemes was 
described, based on signature schemes of the Fiat-Shamir type; each of these 
embodiments can be proved to be as secure as the Fiat-Shamir type signature 
scheme from which it has been derived, and triples can be issued without the 
issuer learning the secret keys. According to this construction, a secret-key cer- 
tificate scheme can be derived from the Guillou-Qiiisquater signature, as follows. 
On input a security parameter k ,  the key generation algorithm generates a public 
key (n, u, h, g ,  a(.)) and a corresponding secret key (2, y) for the certificate issuer 
S .  Hcre, (n, 21, h, ‘H(.)) and z are generated as described by the key generation 
algorithm for the Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme, and g and y are gener- 
ated according to  the same distribution as that by which h and x are generated. 
In particular, h = 2” and g = y”. 
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A secret-key certificate of S on a public key hi of a receiver Ri, for some 
i E N, is a pair ( r , c )  such that 

c = ‘H(hi,r”(hhi)pc).  

A secret key of Ri corresponding to its public key h; is a pair ( so i ,  s l i )  E z,, x z: 
such that 

(Other choices can be made as well; scc [3, 61.) 
In [3] an “ordinary” issuing protocol is described that enables S to  issue a 

certified key pair in such a way that it cannot learn a secret key corresponding 
to  the public key that R; ends up with. In Sect. 3 we will develop a new issuing 
protocol for this particular secret-key certificate scheme, to demonstrate the new 
technique for designing restrictive blind signature schemes. 

hi = gS”s;li. 

3 

We now get to  the heart of the matter. In a restrictive blind signature issu- 
ing protocol, the objects of interest are triples, consisting of a secret key, a 
matching public key, and a certificate on the public key; contrast this to the 
“ordinary” blind signature issuing protocols discussed in Subsection 2.2, which 
are concerned with pairs. One can distingiiish between rPst,rictive blind public- 
key certificate issuing protocols and restrictive blind secret-key certificate issuing 
protocols, depending on the type of certificates used. Similar to ordinary blind 
signature issuing protocols, the receiver in a restrictive blind signsturc issuing 
protocol should be able to  ensure that the public key and the certificate of such a 
triple are uncorrelated to  the view of the signer in the issuing protocol. However, 
the receiver should not be able to modify a certain non-trivial predicate of the 
secret key while blinding about. 

We now proceed to  demonstrate that  a restrictive blind secret-key certificate 
issuing protocol can be designed for any Fiat-Shamir type signature scheme for 
which an ordinary blind signature issuing protocol can be constructed by apply- 
ing the blinding technique of Okamoto and Ohta. A formal description of the gen- 
eral construction would be rather unwieldy, and so we will explain the technique 
on the basis of secret-key certificates derived from Guillou-Quisquater signatures 
(which we described in Subsection 2.3); this should make it much easier to under- 
stand why the construction works. Exactly the same design technique applies to 
secret-key certificates based on a t  least any of the following Fiat-Shamir type sig- 
nature schemes: Fiat-Shamir [14], Brickell-McCurley [8], Feige-Fiat-Shamir [13], 
Okamoto [17] (several schemes), and Schnorr [20]. 

Restrictive Blinding of Secret-Key Certificates 

3.1 
Certificate Scheme 

In the restrictive blind issuing protocol, Ri will receive a certified key pair 
( so i ,  ~ l i ) ,  h:, ( T ’ ,  c’), with the blinding-invariant predicate of the secret key being 

Restrictive Blinding for the Guillou-Quisquater Secret-Key 
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equal to SO; mod u.  The apostrophes on the public key and the certificate serve 
to  emphasize that they will bc uncorrelated to the view of S.  We will assume 
that S initially provides Ri with a number SO; ,  generated according to  some ap- 
propriate probability distribution over z,, and will denote g""' by hi. Note that 
the pair (soi, 1) is a secret key corresponding to public key hi; one can think of 
hi as the public key that is to  be blinded to hi. For technical reasons, related to 
the proof of Proposition 10, we will assume that S O ;  is generated independently 
of h. For all practical purposes this is not a restriction. 

The issuing protocol is as follows: 

Step 1. S generates a t  random a number w E zi, and sends u := wv to Ri. 
Step 2. R; generates at random two numbers ~ 1 i . t ~  E z:, and a number t z  E 

c' := R(h:,ty(hhi)t2u), and sends c := c' + Z,. R, computes hi := 

t z  mod u to  S. 
Step 3. S sends r := ( X ? J ~ ~ ~ ) ~ W  to Ri. 

R; accepts if and only if ~ " ( h  hi)-" = a,. If this verification holds, Ri computes 
T' := 

Observe that we have applied the technique of Okamoto and Ohta to the 
Guillou-Quisquater signature issuing protocol, with S performing the protocol 
with respect to a combined public key that is the product of its own public key 
and the "not-yet-blinded" public key of Ri, and R; blinding not only c and r 
but also this combined public key. In an (informal) nutshell, this explains the 
general technique, 

Why should this construction work? For this to become clear, we will prove 
that our exemplary scheme described above is a restrictive blind secret-key cer- 
tificate scheme; pay particular a.t,tention to Proposition 10, as its proof in essence 
provides the answer to this question. 

Following Feige, Fiat and Shamir [13], we will denote by 2 a party 2 that 
follows the issuing protocol, by ẑ  a probabilistic polynomial-timc party I 2 that 
may deviate from the issuing protocol in an arbitrary way, and by 2 a pa.rty Z 
with unlimited computing power that may deviate from the issuing protocol in 
an arbitrary way. 

t l (h  h i ) C ' + f 2  div w c' 
S l i .  

3.2 Proof of Correctness 

The secret-key certificate scheme defined in Subsection 2.3, with the issuing pro- 
tocol of Subsectmion 3.1 substituted for the ordinary issuing protocol, defines a 
new certificate scheme. To prove that our ncw scheme is indeed a sccret-key 
certificate scheme (correctness), we must prove that Ri in the issuing proto- 
col receives a certified public key. Moreover, since we h a w  changed the issuing 
protocol it is not immediately c1ea.r whether ccrtified public keys can still be 
generated with indistinguishable probability distribution, without cooperation 
of 5; we will prove that property next. 
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Proposition 3. If R, accepts, then  

is  a certified key pair. 

Proof. See [5]. 0 

Proposition 4. The nerw certificate scheme i s  a secret-key certificate scheme.  

Proof. See [5]. 0 

3.3 Proof of the Primary Purpose 

We go on t o  prove that the primary purpose of issuing protocols, namely the one- 
to-one correspondence between executions of the issuing protocol and certified 
key pairs, holds for the new certificate scheme. The one-to-one correspondence 
should hold even if multiple receivers, each of which may perform the issuing 
protocol for a different number soi, conspire. A conspiracy should be thought 
of as being one probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine, composed of the 
“participating” receivers; this is easy to  formalize, arid will be left out here. 

We first need two lexrirnas. For a definition of witness hiding, see Feige and 
Shamir [12]. 

Lemma 5. If the blind Guillou- Quisquater siynature issuing protocol is wi tness  
hiding, t h e n  n o  conspiracy can compute y‘/” with non-negligible probability of 
success. 

Proof. See [ 5 ] .  0 

Note that a similar resiilt can be proved unconditionally for the restrictive blind 
secret-key certificate schemes tha.t can be derived by our technique from the sig- 
nature schemes of McCurley-Brickell [8] arid Okarnoto [17], since these schemes 
are known to be witness hiding. Furthermore, the result also holds if a conspiracy 
can “wire-tap” executions of the issuing protocol with honest receivers; in Step 
2 of the simulation obviously the same simulation can be used for these honest 
receivers. 

The proof of the following lemma is trivial, and is therefore omitted. 

Lemma 6.  If Assumption,  2 is true,  t h e n  the blind Guillou- Quisquater signature 
issuing protocol is  witness hidin,g. 

We are now prepared t o  prove the one-to-one correspondence. 111 the follow- 
ing, a conspiracy is said to  be able to forge a certified key pair if it can compute 
with rion-negligible probability of success 1 + 1 distinct certified key pairs by 
performing 1 executions of thc issuing protocol with s, for some I 2 0. 
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Proposition 7. If A s s u m p t i o n  2 i s  t r u e ,  t h e n  n o  conspiracy can  forge a certified 
key  pair.  

Proof.  See [ 5 ] .  0 

In combination with Proposition 3, which states that  an honest receiver re- 
ceives a certified key pair when it performs an execution of the issuing protocol, 
this result tells us  that there is a one-t,o-one correspondence between execu- 
tions of the issuing protocol and certified key pairs. In other words, the primary 
purpose of issuing protocols is satisfied. 

3.4 

We next turn to  proving that the issuing protocol is a restrictive blind signature 
issuing protocol. We hereto need to  prove (1) that  the public key and the certifi- 
cate can be blinded by the receiver, whereas (2) the blinding-invariant predicate 
of the secret key cannot. We start  with the first of these two properties. 

Proposition 8. If 72; fol lows the  issuing protocol t h e n  the  issued certified public 
key  i s  perfectly blinded. 

Proof of the Property of Restrictive Blinding 

Proof. See [ 5 ] .  0 

We now turn to proving the second property, for which we need a new as- 
sumption. If we modify the Guillou-Quisquater identif ication protocol by having 
the prover generate ho at random in each execution of the protocol, instead of 
fixing it initially, the proof of soundness for the Guillou-Quisquater identifica- 
tion still applies. In particular, if the prover can compute correct responses with 
respect to  two different challenges of the verifier, then it "knows" hi'". Applying 
the general technique of Fiat and Shamir for converting identification schemes 
into signature schemes to  this modified "identification" protocol (correspond- 
ingly taking c equal to %(m, hO, G O ) ) ,  and leaving out the message m, it follows 
that it should be infeasible to  determine in isolation pairs ho, ( r o , c o ) ,  without 
knowing hi'", such that co = X ( h 0 ,  r;h,'"). Of course, this should also hold if 
we instead consider satisfying cO = ?t(h-'ho, rovh;'), for a predetermined and 
randomly chosen h E z:. (This variation is considered merely for a technical 
reason, which will become clear in the proof of the next proposition; alterna- 
tively, we could have redefined the verification relation for the issuing protocol.) 
Substituting h hi for ho, we get the following assumption. 

Assumption 9. There exists a probabilistic polynomial- t ime Turing mach ine  M 
(the knowledge extractor) such  tha t  f o r  a n y  probabilistic polynomial- t ime Turing 
mach ine  A wi th  work tape WT and  r a n d o m  tape R T ,  and  a n y  su f i c i en t l y  large 
k, i f  A o n  i n p u t  (n ,  v, h, %(.)) outputs  w i th  nonnegligible probability of success a 
pair  h;, ( r ,  c )  such  that  

c = R(hi ,rV(hhi)- ' ) ,  
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then  M ( A ,  W T ,  R T ,  (n ,  u ,  h, X(.))) = ( h  with non-negligible probability. 
T h e  probability is taken over the coin tosses of A and the distribution of  the 
input  tuple, and the distribution of the input  tuple is  as specified f o r  the Guillou- 
Quisquater signature scheme.  

This assumption is all the more plausible considering that we allow an attacker t o  
forge pairs only from scratch, and that the knowledge extractor should succeed 
with only non-negligible probability. 

In the following proposition, we will study the issuing protocol with respect to  
an “isolated” receiver. We will construct a simulator A that  moves t o  a third step 
only after any 1 executions of the issuing protocol have been simulated. To ensure 
that A always halts in polynomial time in a defined state, we can let A halt if 
some polynomial amount of time has expired without any requests for executions 
of the issuing protocol. To keep the proof simple we will not incorporate such a 
notion of timing, but will instead implicitly assume its presence; this detail can 
easily be filled in. 

Proposition 10. If the  RSA assumption and A s s u m p t i o n  9 are true,  then  Ri 
cannot retrieve with non-negEigible prohbi l i ty  of success a certified key pair 
(s&, s l i ) ,  hi, ( T ,  c) for which s& differs modulo u f r o m  its blinding-invariant part  
soi. 

h 

A 

Proof. Suppose that Ri can misuse 1 executions of the issuing protocol t,o extract 
with non-negligible probability of success a certified key pair such that s& # 
S O ~  mod u. Wc will construct a. polynomial-time algorithm A for breaking the 
RSA assumption. 

Algorithm A ,  on given as input a triple (71,  w, h o )  generated as specified in 
the RSA assumption, performs the following steps: 

Step 1. (Simulate the initial key generation.) Set g := ho. Generate a t  random 
an element x E z: and an element .soi E z, (according t o  the probability 
distribution by which s generates the blinding-invariant parts) , and compute 
h := x ” g - s o ~ .  Generate E(.) in the same way as described in the key gen- 
eration for the Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme. The simulated public 
key of 3 is (n ,  1 1 ,  h, g ,  E( .)). 

h 

Step 2. Simulate for Ri the actions that  s would perform, as follows: 
~ (Generation of the blinding-invariant part of the secret key.) Use soi as 

- (The issuing protocol.) 

h 

the invariant part of the secret key for Ri. 

Step 1. Generate a t  random an element w of zz. Compute a := wv, 

Step 2. Receive c from g .  
Step 3. Compute T := x c w ,  and send T to  Ri. 

and send a to  g .  
h 

h 

Continue this simulation until 1 executions of the issuing protocol with Ri 
have been performed. 
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A 

Step 3. Check if Ri has on its tapcs a certified key pa.ir ( . s& ,s l i ) ,  hi, ( T ' , c ' )  

such that s& # s g i  111od u .  If not, then halt. 
Step 4. RUII the knowledge extractor M on all tapes of A and g, a.nd the tuple 

(n ,  21, h, 'H(.)). Conipute e,  f E N such that (soi -s&) e = l+f  71,  by applying 
the extended Euclidean algorithm (such a pair exists since soi # s& mod u ) .  
Denoting the output of A1 by d ,  compute ( d / z  sl i )"g-f ,  a.nd output t>he 
oiitcome. 

Note that we have made iise of the knowledxe extractor M of Assumption 9 
in Step 4 of this simulation, and have viewed R+ and A as one Turing machine 
(this can easily be formalized, and is omitted here). 

By definition of the key generation of A in Step 1, the public key in Step 1 is 
simulated with the sa.me probability distribution as that  by which s generates 
its public key. The response that is computed by A in the simulated issuing 
protocol is the samc as the response t,hat would compiit,e: 

7-l' = (5c711)v 

= (21')c711v 

= ( h g 5 0 ~ ) c L  

== ( h  h.i)ca.  

From this it easily follows that, the view of Ki that, is provided by A in the 
simulated issuing protocol has the same distribution as that  provided by in the 
issuing protocol, regardless of the probability distribution by which R; generates 
its challenges arid despite of the tricky way in which A generates h. Hence, Step 
4 is reached by supposition with non-negligible probability. 

Ry Assumption 9,  the output d of M in Step 4 is equal to (hh:) l /"  with 
non-negligible probability, and in that case we have 

( ( d  /x slz)e)'l = ( ( d  /x slz)")p 

= (d " /  2 - v S y z ) e  

= ( h  Il: / L V S y J r  

= (gs;x 901 

/ 2 U 4 z ) e  - - (. L u y  . . - - ~ 0 $ ~ 3 ; i ,  s y z  

+';. 8 0 1 )  e 

1+f 11 = Y  

= 9 (gf 1" 
Since g = ho, it follows that ( d / z s l , ) ' g p f  = /I;'' and so the output of A in 
Step 4 is equal to  hi'" with non-negligible probability. This contradicts the RSA 
assumption. Hence, if  Assumption 9 and the RSA assumption are true then 
it cannot be thc case that s i L  # soz niod u with non-negligible probability of 
succesb. 
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Observe that the proof of this strong result makes use of the fact that  the simu- 
lator can determine the public key of s in terms of soi, without this changing the 
distribution of the views for Ri. As a quick comparison with the proof of Propo- 
&ion 4 will reveal, this proof technique owes its existence to the simulatability 
of certified public keys that, is inherent to secret-key certificates. 

3.5 

Obviously, in applications of practical interest there are multiple receivers, as 
has bccn cmphasized throughout by the use of a subscript i .  We can distinguish 
between multiple executions of the issuing protocol with respect to  the same 
number soz, or with respect to different soi’s. In the former case, Proposition 10 
still holds, independent of whether the executions of the issuing protocol are 
performed sequentially or in parallel by S ;  but this case is hardly of practical 
interest. So we will now study the latter case, in which issuing protocols are 
executed by S with respect to different blinding-invariant numbers. 

Whcn S sees to it that  it performs executions of the issuing protocol with 
respect to different blinding-invariant numbers only sequentially, Proposition 10 
provides fairly solid evidence that not even a conspiracy of receivers will be able 
to blind the presumed blinding-invariant predicate of one of their secret keys. 
The motivation for this is that  essentially no cooperation is possible between 
different receivers while performing executions of the issuing protocol. This seems 
to justify the following conjecture. 

Sequential Executions of the Issuing Protocol 

Conjecture 11. If S makes sure that at never performs two executions of the 
issuing protocol i n  parallel in case they in,oolve different blinding-invuriunt num- 
bers, then th,e defined certificate issuin.g scheme i s  a restrictive blind signature 
scheme. 

It is stressed that it cannot hurt if S performs executions of the issuing protocol 
in parallel that  pertain to the same blinding-invariant number. 

In many pra.ctica1 applications the simple mea.sure of not running executions 
of the issuing protocol in parallel, in ca.se they pertain to different blinding- 
invariant parts, will certainly suffice. The interested reader is referred’to [5] for 
a detailed discussion. 

3.6 Parallel Executions of the Issuing Protocol 

Conjecture 11 is false if S performs execi~t~ions of the issuing protocol in parallel 
when daflerenlt blinding-invariant numbers are involved. Let soi be the blinding- 
invariant number for Ri, and soj # .soi mod w that  for Rj; the corresponding 
“not-yet-blinded” public keys are hi and hj. In its simplest form (leaving out 
additional computations that need to be performed to completely blind the cer- 
tified key pair, in order to prevent iindiily obscuring of the description), the 
attack on the two parallel executions of the issuing protocol is the following: 
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(Step 1 for Ri) S generates a t  random a number wi E z,, and sends ai := WY 
(Step 1 for Rj) S generates a t  random a number wj E z,, and sends aj := WY 
(Cooperation between R; and Rj) R; and Rj compute h k  := gsUk for an 

arbitrary number  SO^ of their choice ( s o k  need not be in z,; any number in 

to Ra. 

to R3. 

will do). They then compute cg := N(l(hg, a ia j ) .  
(Step 2 for Ri) Ri sends ci := c k  ( so j  - s o k ) ( . s o j  - .s0i)-' mod w to S.  
(Step 2 for Rj) Rj sends c j  := ck (sole - s0 i ) ( so j  - soi)-' mod ?I to S .  
(Step 3 for Ri) S sends ri := ( ~ y ~ o i ) ~ ~ ~ ~  to R;. 
(Step 3 for Rj) S sends rj := ( X ~ ~ O J ) ~ ~ ~ ~  to  Rj. 
R, and Rj accept if and only if 

~ Y ( h h i ) - ~ .  = ai and ~ ; ( h h j ) - ' ~  = a j .  

If this verification holds, then Ri and Rj compute 
r k  := T i r j h - ( ( C i + C j )  d i v i ~ ) ~ - ( ( ~ , 8 0 , + ~ ~ 8 0 ~ )  div U) 9 ck80k div 21 

Proposition 12. If Ri and Rj accept, t h e n  

is a certified key pair. 

Proof. See [ 5 ] .  0 

In case the application really demands that S can securely run executions of 
the issuing protocol in parallel, without any restrictions, we must therefore alter 
the issuing protocol. The following minor adjustment is believed to suffice for 
this purpose. Rather than revealing soi to  Ri before the execution of the issuing 
protocol, S does not make it known until it has received c of 72.; in Step 2 ;  
instead, S only makes hi = gsol known initially. Furthermore, S chooses so, a t  
random from z,: computing soi from hi then requires breaking the Discrete 
Log assumption in z:. This modification does not in a.ny way prevent Ri from 
performing the necessary computations in Step 2 ,  since only hi needs to be 
known to R,. 

The interested reader is referred to [4] for a detailed argument of why the 
modified issuing protocol is believed to be secure under parallel executions. Cau- 
tion should be excersised, though, since the provided argument only considers 
one particular type of attack. Readers are therefore strongly encouraged to try 
to break the modified issuing protocol in other ways. 

This concludes the exposition of the general technique for designing restric- 
tive blind secret-key certificate issuing protocols. Although the description has 
been based on the Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme, enough handles have 
been provided throughout to  easily apply the technique to any of the other Fiat- 
Shamir type signature schemes that can be subjected to  the technique of Ohta 
and Okamoto for designing ordinary blind signature issuing protocols. 
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4 Relation to Blind Signature Issuing Protocols 

Contrary t o  restrictive blind issuing protocols for public-key certificates, restric- 
tive blind issuing protocols for secret-key certificates are not  a particular case of 
“ordinary” blind signature issuing protocols. Consider a triple consisting of a se- 
cret key, a matching public key, and a certificate on the public key. The receiver 
in the certificate issuing protocol can completely blind the public key and the 
certificate, but not part of the secret key. If the certificate would be a public-key 
certificate, then the protocol would indeed be a particular case of an ordinary 
blind signature scheme; the public key is the message and the certificate is the 
signature on the message, and the pair is blinded. 

However, if the certificate is a secret-key certificate, it is by definition not  a 
digital signature on the public key (the extreme opposite is true: pairs consisting 
of a public key and a matching secret-key certificate can be generated by anyone 
with exactly the same probability distribution); the secret key is the message, 
and the certificate is the signature on the message. But the message cannot be 
blinded, by the very definition of a restrictive blind signature issuing protocol; 
only the signature can. 

5 Conclusion 

A variety of privacy-protecting signature transporting mechanisms can be ob- 
tained by combining the new restrictive blind signature issuing protocols with 
an appropriate showing protocol between the receiver of the issued triple and 
a third party. One particularly interesting such signature transporting mecha- 
nism is an untraceable off-line electronic cash system, first studied by Chaum, 
Fiat and Naor [ll]. In [l] I introduced the most efficient and versatile untrace- 
able off-line cash system known to that date. As will be appreciated, the new 
issuing protocols can be combined fairly straightforwardly with the techniques 
developed in [l] for achieving prior restraint of double-spending with fall-back 
t o  traceability after the fact. By basing the restrictive blind secret-key certifi- 
cate issuing protocol on the Schnorr signature scheme, the resulting cash system 
is considerably more efficient than the system in [I]. The interested reader is 
referred to [ 5 ] ,  and t o  [2] for practical optimizations. In [7] the application t o  
Internet payments is discussed. 

In [6] general techniques are described for designing showing protocols that  
can be combined with restrictive blind signature issuing protocols in order to  de- 
sign general privacy-protecting signature transporting mechanisms (also known 
as credential mechanisms, first studied by Chaum [lo]). Here, again, the use 
of restrictive blind issuing protocols instead of a cut-and-choose issuing proto- 
col enables significant improvements in terms of efficiency, functionality, and 
provability of security properties of the credential mechanisms. Instead of using 
Chaum’s technique of encoding different types of credentials by using different 
signatures schemes, in the new credential mechanisms crcdentials are encoded 
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into the  blinding-invariant parts of secret keys; this enables the  holder of a set of 
credentials to prove a variety of predicates of his credentials without providing 
additional information. 

As the  reader may have noticed, we havc never used the  fact that  S may 
kriow the factoriaation of the modulus n. The sole reason for not having done 
so is that  in Fiat-Shamir type signature schemcs tha t  a re  based on the Discrete 
Log assumption, such as the  Schnorr signature scheme, thc  signer also does not 
have such trapdoor information at its disposal, and  our goal was to  explain a 
generally applicable technique. However, if we allow S to know (and make use of) 
the factorization of n, a powerful technique becomes available, which enables the  
issuer in the  credential mechanisms of [6] t o  update credentials without needing 
to know their current values. This updating technique is not possible in credential 
mechanisms based on cut-and-choose issuing protocols. 

In sum, the  demonstrated tcchnique for designing efficient secret-kcy certifi- 
cate issuing protocols has a direct bearing on the design of efficient and versatile 
privacy-protecting credential mechanisms. 
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